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We obtain the weight distributions of the Melas and Zetterberg codes and the 
double error correcting quadratic Goppa codes in terms of the traces of certain 
Hecke operators acting on spaces of cusp forms for the congruence subgroup 
T,(4)cSL,(Z). The result is obtained from a description of the weight distribu- 
tions of the dual codes in terms of class numbers of binary quadratic forms and a 
combination of the Eichler Selberg Trace Formula with the MacWilliams 
identities. 0 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For an integer m 2 3 and q = 2”, the Melas codes M(q) are defined to be 
certain binary cyclic codes of length q - 1 and dimension q - 1 - 2m. The 
minimum distance of these codes is 3 or 5, depending on whether q is a 
square or not. The Zetterberg codes N(q) are similar; these are binary 
cyclic codes of length q + 1 and dimension q + 1 - 2m. The minimum dis- 
tance is 5 or 3 depending on whether q is a square or not [ 12, Chap. 7, 
Problems 28 and 291. The even weight subcodes of these codes are 
isomorphic to the extended double error correcting quadratic Goppa codes 
1171. 
In this paper we will determine the weight distributions of the Melas and 
Zetterberg codes as follows: we first study the duals of the codes M(q) and 
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N(q). These codes appear to be related to a certain family of elliptic curves 
over the finite field F, which all possess an F,-rational point of order 4. 
The weights are essentially the cardinalities of the groups of F,-rational 
points of the curves occurring in this family. The frequency of a given 
weight is given by the number of curves in the family with a fixed number 
of rational points and it can be expressed in terms of a Kronecker class 
number. The weights have been obtained earlier by Lachaud and 
Wolfmann [7, 81. 
The MacWilliams identities relate the weight distributions of the dual 
codes to the weight distributions of the Melas and Zetterberg codes them- 
selves. The resulting expressions for the weights appear to be similar to the 
Eichler Selberg Trace Formulas for the traces of the Hecke operators 
acting on certain spaces of cusp forms of weight k > 2 for the group r,(4). 
Our main result, Theorems (4.2) and (5.2), is a description of the weight 
distributions of the Melas and Zetterberg codes in terms of the traces of 
these Hecke operators. As an easy consequence we obtain the weight 
distributions of the double error correcting quadratic Goppa codes as well. 
The route we follow is like the one followed in [ 12, Sect. 15.33 to obtain 
the weight distributions of the double error correcting BCH codes. In that 
case, however, the family of elliptic curves that arises is a family of super- 
singular curves. Since these curves are quite rare, only very few weights 
occur in the dual code. Therefore the MacWilliams identities become par- 
ticularly simple and the weight distributions of the double error correcting 
BCH codes are easily obtained. In our case matters are more complicated; 
our family contains, in a sense, all possible elliptic curves that are not 
supersingular and the number of occurring weights in the dual codes of 
M(q) and N(q) is approximately &. 
The proof of the main result is not very satisfactory: the group f,(4) is 
closely related to families of elliptic curves with a point of order 4 and it 
seems that one should be able to obtain our formulas in a way more direct 
than via the Eichler Selberg Trace Formula. Our formulas are very suitable 
for actual computation. In the final section this is illustrated by some 
examples. As a byproduct we confirm and extend certain numerical data 
obtained by Diir [S] and by MacWilliams and Seery [ 111. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we briefly discuss 
Kronecker class numbers and traces of Hecke operators. In Section 3 an 
auxiliary code C is discussed; its weight distribution is given in terms of 
Kronecker class numbers. In Section 4 the weight distributions of the 
Melas codes and their duals are derived. The same is done for the 
Zetterberg codes in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we explicitly compute 
the frequencies of some small weights in the Melas, Zetterberg, and Goppa 
codes. 
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2. CLASS NUMBERS AND TRACES OF HECKE OPERATORS 
In this section certain class numbers are introduced; these occur in the 
Eichler Selberg Trace Formula which is stated for Hecke operators acting 
on the spaces of cusp forms of weight k, for the group T,,(N) and with 
character x. 
Nothing in this section is new. The section is included for the con- 
venience of the reader. It is supposed to contain enough information to be 
able to perform calculations similar to those in Section 6. 
For a negative integer A congruent to 0 or 1 (mod 4) we let B(A) denote 
the set of positive definite binary quadratic forms, 
B(A)={aX2+bXY+~Y2:a,b,c~Z,a>Oandb2-4ac=A}. 
By b(A) we denote the primitive such forms, 
b(A)= {aX2+bXY+cY2~B(A): gcd(a, b,c)=l}. 
The group ,X,(Z) acts on B(A) by 
.f(X, Y)=f(aX+/?Y, yX+GY) for f(X, Y)EB(A); 
this action respects the primitive forms. It is well known that there are only 
finitely many orbits. The number of orbits in b(A) is called the class num- 
ber of A and is denoted by h(A). The Kronecker class number of A is 
denoted by H(A); it is defined to be the number of orbits in B(A), but one 
should count the forms aX2 + aY2 and aX2 + aXY + aY*, if at all present 
in B(A), with multiplicity $ and 4, respectively. 
The relation between the Kronecker class numbers and the ordinary 
class numbers is given as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A in Z C0 be congruent to 0 or 1 (mod 4). Then 
where f runs over all positive divisors of A for which A/f2 E Z is congruent to 
0 or 1 (mod 4) and where h, is defined as follows 
h,.(-3)=$, 
h,(-4)=&, 
h,.(A) = h(A) for A < -4. 
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Proof: For any quadratic form aX2 + bXY + c Y z E B(d ) the gcd(a, h, c) 
is not affected by the action of SC,(Z). Therefore it makes sense to sort the 
orbits according to the gcd’s of the coefficients of their elements. The orbits 
with a fixed gcd = d of their coefficients are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the orbits of the primitive forms of discriminant A/d’; this is easily 
seen by dividing the coefficients of the forms by d. It follows that the num- 
ber of orbits in B(A) is precisely & h(Alf2), wheref runs over the positive 
divisors of A for which A/f2 EZ is congruent to 0 or 1 (mod 4). It is 
classical that h( -3) = h( -4) = 1: all forms in b( -3) are equivalent to 
X2 + XY + Y2 and all forms in b( -4) are equivalent to X2 + Y2. From this 
and the definitions of the h,.(A) and the Kronecker class numbers H(A) the 
result follows at once. 
The numbers h(A) and H(A) can be calculated efficiently using the 
theory of reduced forms: a quadratic form aX2 + bXY+ cY2 is called 
reduced when 161 <a < c and b > 0 whenever lb1 = a or a = c. Every 
&5,(Z)-orbit contains precisely one reduced form. For a reduced form 
aX2 + bXY + cY2 it holds that 1 Al = - b2 + 4ac > -a2 + 4a2 and therefore 
that lb1 < a ,< m which shows that it is easy to count all reduced forms 
(primitive or not) having a fixed discriminant A. 
For A < -4, the ordinary class number h(A) is equal to 
uln)m~d(l), where L,(l) denotes the value at 1 of the Dirichlet 
L-series associated to the quadratic residue symbol ($). These values are 
rather erratic as functions of A. Probably it holds that llog L,(l)/ = 
O(log log log/Al ). A very rough approximation of h(A) is therefore 
(l/n) m. The same approximation is valid for H(A). 
See [2] for more information on binary quadratic forms. In [2, 143 
small tables of class numbers are given. 
Next we discuss cusp forms. For a systematic introduction see the books 
by S. Lang [9] and J.-P. Serre [IS]. 
Let CL,(R)+ denote the group of matrices {go CL,(R): det(o)>O}. 
The group CL,(R)+ acts on the upper halfplane H = {z E C: Im z > 0) via 
fractional linear transformations: for z E H and (r = (F f;) E CL,(R)+ we let 
a(z) = (az + b)/(cz+ d). For every integer k 2 2 we define an action of 
CL,(R)+ on the holomorphic functions on H as follows 
flkrr=(deta)k/2(cz+d))kf sd , 
( > 
(1) 
where a=(; ~)EGL,(R)+. 
For any NEZ,,, let 
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r,(N) = 
The group f,(N) is a normal subgroup of T,,(N). 
The space S,(T,( N)) of cusp forms of weight k for the group T,(N) is 
defined by 
S,(T,(N)) = {f: H + C holomorphic: flko =ffor all G E T,(N), 
lim f(az) = 0 for all 0 E X,(Z)}. 
imz+m 
An application of (1) to the matrix (A :) shows that any cusp form f(z) 
for T,(N) satisfies f(z) =f(z + 1). We can therefore write f(z) as a Fourier 
series: f= C,“= 1 ame21rimz. Note that the constant term vanishes since f is a 
cusp form. 
The space S,(T,(N)) can be decomposed according to the characters x 
of T,(N)/T,(N) r (Z/NZ)*. We have 
S,(r,(N)) = 0 S/AT,(N), xl, 
where S,(T,,(N), x) consists of the cusp forms f~ S,(T,(N)) for which 
flk0 = X(4 -f(z) 
for all d = (F f;) E T,,(N). 
The spaces S,(T,(N)) are finite dimensional complex vector spaces; a 
formula for their dimensions is given in Corollary (2.3). On the &Jr,(N)) 
the Hecke operators T,,, (n E Z > r) act. These linear operators respect the 
above decomposition of S,(T,(N)). They are, for f(z) = C,“= 1 a,e2’imz E 
S,(T,(N), x), defined as follows: 
T,, .f(z) = f ( 1 x(d) dk- laml,dl> e2nim=. (2) 
m=l dlm,n 
An application of (1) to the matrix ( -A -7) gives us that f(z)( - 1)” = 
x( - 1) f(z) and hence that 
&(~o(N), xl = 0 whenever x( - 1) # ( - 1)“. 
The Eichler Selberg Trace Formula gives an expression for the traces of 
Hecke operators in terms of class numbers of binary quadratic forms: 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let NE Z b 1 and let x: (Z/NZ)* + C* be a character 
of conductor N,. Furthermore, let k > 2 be an integer for which x( - 1) = 
( - 1 )k. 
For every integer n 3 1 the trace Tr of the Hecke operator T,, acting on 
the space of cusp forms ,!?,(I,(N), x) is given by 
where 
Tr(T,)=A, +Az+A,+A,, 
A, =nk’2P1X(&)$$$(N). 
(Here I(&) = 0 whenever ,/%$Z and IC/(N) denotes NnPIN(l + l/p), 
where the product runs over the prime divisors p of N). 
k-l 
-p_ -k-’ C h, ($$) u(t,f, n). 
P-P f 
(Here p and fi denote the zeroes of the polynomial X2 - tX+ n and the sum 
runs over the positive divisors f of t2 -4n for which (t2 - 4n)/f2 E Z is 
congruent to 0 or 1 (mod 4). The numbers ,u(t, f; n) are given by 
c X(X)? 
x (mod N) 
x2 ~ IX + n = 0 (mod N,N) 
where N, denotes gcd(N, f ). It is left to the reader to vertfy that the x’s 
occurring in the sum are well defined.) 
A3= - c’ dk-’ 
0<22.J 
c 
ClN 
4 (gcd (G ;)) X(Y). 
gcd(c. N/c) I gcd(N/N,,n/d - d) 
(Here q5 denotes Euler’s &function; the prime in the first summation indicates 
that the contribution of the term d = &, tf it occurs, should be multiplied by 
$. The number y is defined module N/gcd(c, N/c) by y = d (mod c), y G (n/d) 
(mod N/c).) 
A,= c t tf k=2andX=l, 
O<r’n, 
gcd(N,n/f) = I 
=o otherwise. 
(The unit character is denoted by 1. We recall that every character x is 
extended to ZINZ by x(m) = 0 whenever gcd(m, N) > 1). 
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Proof These formulas are taken from H. Cohen’s paper [3]. Cohen’s 
unpublished proof is along the lines of the proof D. Zagier gave for the case 
N= 1 and x = 1, see [9, 181. The reader is referred to J. OesterlC’s thesis 
[ 131 for a complete proof. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let NE Z a1 and let x: (Z/NZ)* + C* be a character 
of conductor N,. Let k 2 2 be an integer satisfying x( - 1) = ( - l)k. Then 
dim Sk(ro(N), x) 
=+(N)-(y-[;I) c x(x) 
x (mod IV) 
x~+x+lzO(modN) 
ProoJ: Since the Hecke operator T, is just the identity map, we have 
that dim S,(T,(N), x) = Tr(T,). Therefore Theorem (2.2) gives us a 
formula for the dimensions of the spaces S,(T,(N), x). 
Remark 2.4. The numbers (pk- ’ - pk- ‘)/(p - p), being symmetric 
expressions in p and p can be written as polynomials Qkp2(t, n) in 
t=p+P and n=pp 
For future purposes, we introduce some notation concerning these 
polynomials. We have 
Qdt, n) = 1, 
Q,(t, n) = t, 
Qk+l(t,n)=tQk(t,n)-nQk~,(t,n) (kZ 1). 
When we assign the variable t a weight equal to 1 and n a weight equal to 
2, then the polynomial Qk(t, n) is seen to be homogeneous of weight k. 
Viewed as a polynomial in t it is manic and we can therefore write 
t’= i Aj,jQipi(t, n) d/2; (3) 
j=O, jeven 
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the I, j E Z are easily seen to satisfy 
&=O wheneverj# (0, 1, . . . . i} orj odd, 
Lo.0 = ilJ = 1, 
Ai+ l,j=li,j-2 + Ai,]. 
(4) 
One has in fact that Izi,2j= (‘7 ‘) - (J.1:). 
Finally we apply the Trace Formula in Theorem (2.2) to the case of 
T,(4): 
THEOREM 2.5. Let m 2 1 and q = 2”. The trace of the Hecke operator T, 
acting on the space of cusp forms S,(r,(4)) is given by 
Tr(T,)= -l+q-xH(t’-4q)=O for k = 2, 
= -1-(-1)““‘2~Qk~2(t,q)H(t2-4q) for ka3. 
The summation variables t run over {t E Z: t* < 4q, and t E 1 (mod 4)). 
Proof: The space S,(r,(4)) is equal to S,(r,(4), 1) when k is even and 
to S,(r,(4), o), where o denotes the non-trivial character of (Z/42)* 
when k is odd. One checks that A3 = - 1 and that for fixed t, all the 
p(t, f, q) occurring in the trace formula are equal. In fact, one finds that 
p(t, f, q) = ( - l)q’2 x(t), where x denotes 1 or o according as k is even or 
odd. Therefore, by Proposition (2.1), the sums of the class numbers h, may 
be replaced by Kronecker class numbers. The result now follows directly 
from the Trace Formula in Theorem (2.2). For k = 2 the trace is 0 because 
dim S,(r,(4)) = 0. 
3. CODES AND ELLIPTIC CURVES 
In this section we will determine the weight distributions of certain 
auxiliary codes. These codes were introduced by G. Lachaud and 
J. Wolfmann [7]. They independently obtained the results of this section 
[S]. For the sake of completeness, we present our approach. 
Let m 2 3 and let q=2” denote a fixed power of 2. Let Tr: F, + F, 
denote the trace map; this is an F,-linear map whose kernel consists 
precisely of the elements of the form y* + y with y E F,. 
Let V be an F,-vector space with coordinates indexed by F:. The binary 
code C(q) c V of length q - 1 is defined by 
C(q)= {c(a, b)=(Tr(ax+b/x)),G,t:aEFq, bEF2}. 
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We will determine the weight distribution of the code C(q). This will 
involve elliptic curves over F,. For the basic properties of elliptic curves see 
J. Silverman’s book [16]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The weights of the words c(u, b) in C(q) are as follows: 
(1) ~(0, 0) has weight 0, 
(2) ~(0, 1) has weight iq, 
(3) c(a, 0) has weight iq for a # 0, 
(4) c(a, 1) has weight q-$#E,(F,)for a#O. 
Here E,(F,) denotes the group of points defined over F, on the elliptic 
curve E, an affine Weierstrass equation of which is given by 
Y2 + XY = x3 + ax. 
ProoJ The weights of the words c(a, b) are easily determined whenever 
ab = 0. Let therefore a # 0 and b = 1. For a given x E Ft the equation 
Y2 + Y = ax + l/x has two or no solutions in F, depending on whether 
Tr(ax + l/x) equals 0 or 1. We conclude that 
Tr(ax+l/x)=l-i#{yEFq: y’+y=ax+l/x} 
and hence that the weight of the word c(a, b) is equal to 
q-l-f#C,(F,). 
Here C,(F,) denotes the number of finite points on the curve C, which is 
given by 
Y*+ Y=aX+ l/X. 
Using the transformation Y c aXY, Xc aX we see that the projective 
curve given by C, is isomorphic to the curve 
E,: Y”+XY=X3+aX. 
Since the curve E, has only one point at infinity while the curve C, has the 
two points with X= 0 viz. (0 : 0 : 1) and (0 : 1 : 0) at infinity, we see that 
# C,(F,) = # E, (F,) - 2 and the result follows easily. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The code C(q) has dimension m + 1 over F,. 
Proof: Consider the homomorphism F, x F, -+ C(q) given by (a, b) H 
(Tr(ux + b/x)) Suppose (a, b) is in the kernel of this map. Then the 
weight of c(,,“d,“fs 0 and either a = b = 0 or the elliptic curve E, has 2q 
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points over F,. Since lq+ 1 - # E,(F,)I 62 & (see [16]) we conclude 
that q - 1 < 2 & which is impossible since m > 3. Therefore the map is 
injective and the corollary follows. 
THEOREM 3.3. The non-zero weights in the code C(q) are w,= 
(q - 1 + t)/2, where t E Z, t* < 4q and t = 1 (mod 4). 
For t # 1 the weight w, has frequency H(t’- 49) while w1 has frequency 
H(l-4q)+q. 
Proof: Consider the family of curves 
E,: Y2+XY=X3+aX (aEF:). 
These are elliptic curves with j-invariants equal to a-‘. Every element in 
Ft occurs exactly once as a j-invariant in this family. Over F, there are for 
every non-zero j-invariant precisely two elliptic curves having this 
j-invariant [14, Thm. 4.61. If one of these has q + 1 - t points over F,, then 
the other has q + 1 + t points. Since every curve in the family has (aq’*, 0) 
as an F,-rational point of order 4, we conclude that actually every elliptic 
curve E over F, with 4 dividing # E(F,) occurs exactly once in our family. 
The number of elliptic curves over F, with precisely q + 1 - t points over 
F, is known; see for instance [ 14, Prop. 5.71: when t* > 4q there are no 
such curves and when t* < 4q and t is odd, the number of such curves is 
equal to the Kronecker class number H(t* - 4q). For even t satisfying 
t* d 4q, we refer to [ 141, since we do not need those numbers here. 
By Proposition (3.1) and the discussion above we have that the non-zero 
weights of C(q) are the numbers q - $(q + 1 - t) = (q- 1 + t)/2, where 
t* < 4q and t = 1 (mod 4). When t # 1 only words of type c(a, 1) can 
have weight (q - 1 + t)/2 and there are precisely H(t* - 49) such words. 
When t = 1 the words ~(0, 1) and c(a, 0) with a E F$ have weight 
(q - 1 + t)/2 = iq; we conclude that H( 1 - 4q) + q words have weight &q. 
This proves the theorem. 
4. THE MELAS CODES 
Let m B 3 and let q = 2”‘. Let a be a generator of the multiplicative group 
Fz. Consider the cyclic code M’ of length q - 1 over F, with generator 
polynomial (X- a)(X- a-‘). The dual of this code is cyclic with zeroes 1, 
cc*, ct3, . ..) aqm3; these are precisely the zeroes of the polynomials Y-2 
zo ( acr’+ba-‘)XiEFq[X]/(Xq-‘-1) (a, b E F,) 
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and one concludes that the dual code is just 
The Melas code M(q) of length q - 1 is defined to be the restriction to Fz 
of M’. Since the dual of a restriction is the trace of the dual code [12, 
Chap. 7. Thm. 11.1, we see that the dual M(q)’ is the 2m-dimensional code 
The codes M(q)l and therefore M(q) do not depend on the choice of the 
generator IX. We have the following description of the weight distribution of 
MW: 
THEOREM 4.1. The non-zero weights of the dual Melas code M(q)l are 
w, = (q - 1 + t)/2, where t E Z, t2 < 4q and t G 1 (mod 4). 
For t # 1 the frequency of w, is (q - l)H(t’- 4q); the weight w1 = q/2 has 
frequency (q - 1 )(H( 1 - 4q) + 2). 
ProoJ: The group F,* acts on the code M(q)’ by [: (a, b) H (la, [-lb) 
for 1;~Fq*; it is easily seen that words in the same orbit have the same 
weight. For b = 0 we find the zero-word and q - 1 words of weight iq in 
M(q)‘. The set of words with b # 0 is stable under the action of F,* ; every 
orbit has length q - 1 and contains exactly one word c(a, 1) of the code 
C(q) in Section 3. 
Apart from the weight iq, the theorem now follows from Theorem (3.3). 
The q - 1 words with b = 0 and the q - 1 words in the orbit of ~(0, 1) all 
have weight $4. Together with the H(l - 4q) orbits of words c(a, 1) with 
a # 0 that have weight iq in C(q) we find (q - l)(H( 1 - 4q) + 2) words of 
weight w1 = $4, as required. 
The rough approximations of the Kronecker class numbers mentioned in 
Section 2 imply rough estimates for the weight distributions of the dual 
Melas codes: for t as in Theorem (4.1), the number of words of weight 
w, = (q - 1 + t)/2 is approximately equal to ((q - 1)/n) Jv. 
We combine Theorem (4.1) with the MacWilliams identities to obtain an 
expression for the weight distribution of the Melas codes M(q) themselves. 
THEOREM 4.2. The number Ai of code words of weight i in the Melas 
code M(q) is given by 
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q*+ q-1 +2( _ l)cci+lv21 cq- 1) 4/&l 
( 1 i ( 1 1 
-(q-l) 1 wi.j(4)(1 +zj+2(q)); 
j=O 
jzi(mod2) 
here the polynomials Wi,j(q) are for 0 <j< i and i= j (mod 2) defined by 
wo,, = 1, WI., = -1, 
(i+ 1) W. l+l.j+l =-qwi.j+2- wi,j-(q-i) wi-l,j+* 
(otherwise the Wi,j are 0). 
By zk(q) we denote for k > 3 the trace of the Hecke operator Tq on 
S,(r,(4)). For convenience we let T,(q) = -4. 
Proof: For O<l< q- 1 let P,(X) denote the Ith Krawtchouk polyno- 
mial [12, Sect. 5.21. We define 
fAx)=P,(q-:fX). 
The recurrence relation satisfied by the Krawtchouk polynomials becomes 
f&u= 1; film= -x 
(~fl).h+,(X)= -vxm-(q-4h-,(n 
it follows that fi has degree 1 and that the parity offi is equal to the parity 
of 1. We can therefore write 
n,(k) X“. (5) 
k=O 
k=l(mod2) 
We have that rcO(0) = 1 and n,( 1) = - 1 and by the recurrence relation that 
(I+l)rt ,+l(k+ I)= -n,(k)-(q--1)x/-I(k+ 1). (6) 
We apply the MacWilliams identities [ 12, Chap. 5, formula (13)] to the 
weight distributions of the code M(q) and its dual 
q2Ai = C frequency( w,) Pi 
I 
(9) + P,(O), 
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where t runs over {t E Z: t* < 4q and t = 1 (mod 4)). Using Theorem (4.1) 
and the polynomialfi introduced above we find 
L+Cfi(t)H(t*-4q)+ Pi(O) 
q-1 I 
q--l+mo 
It is not difficult to see that 
P,(O) = q-1 
( 1 i 
and that 
From (5) we obtain that 
(7) 
(9) 
2 
By formula (3) this becomes 
i niU) i 
j=O k=O 
jEi(mod2) k even 
Since 4 divides q, this becomes 
j=O I 
jci(mod2) 
ij,kqk’* 1 Qj-k(t, 4) ff(‘* -4q). 
by Theorem (2.5) 
c xi(j) 1 ~j,kqk”(-11--j-k+2(q)) 
j=O k=O 
jEi(mod2) k even 
which after changing the summation variables somewhat is seen to be 
equal to 
i wi.j(q)(-l -Tj+2(q)L 
j=O 
jEi(mod2) 
(10) 
where 
i-j 
wi,j(q)= 1 ni(k+j)Ak+j,kqk’2. 
k=O 
k even 
Clearly formula’s (7) (8), (9), and (10) imply the theorem. It only remains 
to check the recurrence relation for the W,,Jq). 
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One verities at once that W,,, = 1 and that IV,,, = - 1. Combining the 
recurrence relation (6) for the n,(j) and the relations (4) for the lbi,j one 
easily finds that 
(i+ 1) W. r+l,j+l = -qwi,j+*- Wi,j-(9-ii) wi-l, j+l 
as required. 
As an application of Theorem (4.2) we derive formula’s for the 
asymptotic behavior of the frequencies Ai for a fixed weight i as q tends to 
infinity. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let i be a fixed positive integer and let Ai denote the 
number of words in M(q) of weight i. Then 
A-cl 9-l +(-l)iai i/2 
( ) ’ q2 i i! 
q + qq+ 1112) q+co. 
Here ai = ai,o where the a, j are defined as follows: they are zero whenever 
j$ (0, . . . . i> or i f j (mod 2). We have ao,o = 1, a,,, = - 1 and the recursion 
isgiven by ai+,.j+l=ai,j+,+a;,,i-ia,-,,j+l. 
Proof One shows by induction that deg Wi,j(q) does not exceed 
(i -j)/2. For odd k it is well known that the absolute values of the eigen- 
values of T, acting on S,(r,(4)) = S,(r,,(4), o) are equal to 2(k-‘)‘2 see, 
e.g., [lo, Thm. 31. 
For even k one uses the Trace Formula to verify that the trace of T2 is 
equal to the trace of T2 acting on S,(r,(2), 1). The eigenvalues of T2 acting 
on the latter space come in two types: the ones coming from 
s/Jr&), 1 Inew have absolute values equal to 2k’2- ’ as is easy to show [ 10, 
Thm. 31; the ones coming from the old part are the zeroes of the polyno- 
mials x2 - ix+ 2kp I, where ,? is an eigevalue of T, acting on &(S&(z)). 
It follows from Deligne’s Theorem on the Ramanujan-Petersson conjecture 
[4, Thm. 8.21 that the absolute values of these zeroes are 2’kp ‘)12. See 
[ 1,9] and Section 6 for the decomposition of the spaces in old and new 
parts. 
To obtain the estimates for the eigenvalues rk(q) of T4 we observe that 
on Sk(r0(4), o) and S,(r,(2), 1) we have that T,= Ty and therefore that, 
for k B 3, the eigenvalues of T, on these spaces are O(qCk- ‘)j2). We have, 
of course, by convention that z,(q) = -4. 
We conclude that Wi,j(q)(l +r,+,(q)) is O(q(‘+‘)‘*) for everyja 1 and 
ia 0. Since ai = 0 for odd i, the result follows for odd i at once from 
Theorem (4.2). 
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For even i we must take the contribution of r,(q) into account. Since 
deg W,, does not exceed i/2, we see that the contribution is equal to (ith 
coefficient of W,,,(q)) q ‘I2 ~ ‘( 1 - q)2. It is easy to see that this ith coefficient 
is just (- l)‘a,/i! and that modulo U(q(i-1)‘2) the contribution is 
(a,/i!) qij2. This proves the theorem. 
Remark 4.4. Observe that we only used Deligne’s Theorem to obtain 
the asymptotics of the even weights. One does not need Deligne’s Theorem 
to obtain the somewhat weaker statement 
A.,l q-l ( ) ’ q2 i + o(qi’2), 4+a 
which is much easier to prove. 
Remark 4.5. The even weight subcode of M(q) is isomorphic to the 
extended double error correcting quadratic Goppa code with reducible 
quadratic polynomial over F,. Since this code admits a transitive 
automorphism group, the weight distribution of the quadratic Goppa code 
G&q) itself follows at once from Theorem (4.2), see [12, Chap. 8, 
Thm. 141: The number of words in G,,,(q) of weight i is given by 
i+l 
Ci=-Ai+, 
q-1 
for odd i, 
q-l-i 
=- 
q-l Ai for even i. 
Note that only the Ai for even i are involved. Therefore the formulas for 
Ci that result from Theorem (4.2) will only involve the traces of the Hecke 
operators Tg for the full modular group X,,(Z). In Section 6 a small table 
of the Ai is given. 
5. THE ZETTERBERG CODES 
Let ma3 and q=2”. Let /? be a generator of the group pL4 + 1 c Fzz of 
q + 1 st roots of unity. Consider the cyclic code N’ of length q + 1 over Ff 
with generator polynomial X- fi. The Zetterberg code N(q) of length q + 1 
is defined to be the restriction of N’ to F,. It is a code of codimension 2m. 
Similar to the discussion of the Melas codes in the previous section we 
have that 
N(q)1 = {(p;;; (a~)),,~~+, : a E Fqz}. 
4 
Note that N(q) and N(q)l do not depend on the choice of 8. 
The weight distribution of N(q)’ is as follows: 
582a/57/2-2 
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THEOREM 5.1. The non-zero weights of the dual Zetterberg code N(q)’ 
are w, = (q + 1 - t)/2, where t E Z, t’ < 4q and t E 1 (mod 4). 
The weight w, hasfuequency (q + 1 )H(t’ - 4q). 
Proof Since F,Y$ is the direct product of py + , and Fy*, we can write 
any aeF,*z as a=A.[, where AEF,* and [EP,,,. The weight of 
(WxLpq+, is equal to the weight of (Tr(Ax)),, pq+, We have 
(Tr(AxLpq+, = (‘J$g (Ax+ (AxY)L~~+,~ 
Y 
= (‘$y2e (A@+ 1/4Lpq+,. 
4 
It is easily seen that the sets {A(x+ l/x): XE~,, i} and (A(x + l/x): 
XE F,*} have intersection (0) and union F,. We conclude that 
weight(Tr(ax) .~Elly+,)=q-weight((A(x+llx)),,,;). 
When A runs over F,*, the words Tr(A(x + l/x)) run, as in the proof of 
Theorem (4.1), over a set of representatives of the orbits of the words 
c(a, b) of the dual Melas code M(q)l. Since every A E F,* occurs for q + 1 
values of a E F3 the result follows from Theorem (4.1). 
Theorem (5.1) confirms certain numerical results obtained by Diir [S] 
and MacWilliams and Seery [ 111. 
The weight distribution of the Zetterberg codes themselves are obtained 
by applying the MacWilliams identities. 
THEOREM 5.2 The number Bi of code words of weight i in the Zetterberg 
code N(q) is given by 
q2Bi = -(4+1) i: vi,j(q)(l +zj+2(q)); 
j=O 
jci(mod2) 
here the polynomials V, j (q) are for 0 < j < i and i E j (mod 2) defined by 
vo,o =1, VI, 1 = 1, 
(i+ 1) vi+ I, j+ 1 =qvi,j+2+ vi,j-(q+2-i) vi-*,j+l 
(otherwise the Vi,, are 0). 
By z,Jq) we denote for k 2 3 the trace of the Hecke operator T, on 
S,(T,(4)). For convenience we let t2(q)= -q. 
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Proof The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2 and is left 
to the reader. 
Remark 5.3. Instead of proving Theorem (5.2) directly, one can also 
derive the theorem from Theorem (4.2) as follows. We know the weight 
enumerators 
of the dual Melas code M(q)l and 
of the dual Zetterberg code N(q)‘. Exploiting their similarity and the 
formulas that relate the weight enumerators of linear codes to the weight 
enumerators of their duals, we can relate the weight enumerators of the 
Zetterberg codes ANCqj ’ to the weight enumerators A,(,, of the Melas codes 
as given in Theorem (4.2). After some straightforward calculations one 
finds 
92Av(,,b) = 4 2 s (l-z2)&(q)(-4 ( ) 
-2(q+ l)(l +z)(l -zy 
- s (1 +z)(l -z)4+(1 +z)Y+‘. 
( ) 
This leads to the following formula for the number Bi of code words of 
weight i in the Zetterberg code N(q) in terms of the frequencies Ai of 
Theorem (4.2): 
Qz+- 1 q+l 
q+l ( > q+l i 
+(-l)i q2 -(Ai-Ai-*) 
q-1 
-2(-1,[~21(~~~,)-~((4)-(i’1)). 
One can check that Theorem (5.2) follows from this. One also obtains 
expressions for the Vi,j in terms of the Wi,j. 
We have the following formulas for the behavior of the B;s as q tends 
to infinity: 
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THEOREM 5.4. Let i be a fixed positive integer and let B, denote the 
number of words in N(q) qf weight i. Then 
Here the ai are defined as in Theorem (4.3). 
ProoJ: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem (4.3) and is left to 
the reader. Without Deligne’s Theorem it is easy to show that 
+ O(qi’2), q-CO. 
Remark 5.5. The even weight subcode of N(q) is isomorphic to the 
extended double error correcting quadratic Goppa code with irreducible 
quadratic polynomial over F,. As in Remark (4.5), the number of words in 
the quadratic Goppa code G,,(q) of weight i is given by 
i+l 
Di=- Bi+I 
9+l 
for odd i, 
q+l-iB, =- 
q+l I 
for even i. 
Only the Bi for even i are involved. Therefore the formulas for Di that 
result from Theorem (5.2) will only involve the traces of the Hecke 
operators Tq for the full modular group SL,(Z). In Section 6 a small table 
of the Bi is given. 
6. CALCULATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
In this section we will illustrate Theorems (4.2) and (5.2). We will 
compute the frequencies of some small weights of the Melas, Zetterberg, 
and quadratic Goppa codes. 
Since the binomial coefficients and the polynomials Wi,j and Vi,j that 
appear in Theorems (4.2) and (5.2) are very easily computed using their 
recurrence relations, the main problem in applying the theorems is the 
calculation of the zk(q) for k>2. By convention we have that z*(q)= -q 
while for k > 3, zk(q) is the trace of the Hecke operator T, acting on the 
space S,(T,(4)). We will explain the well known way in which these traces 
can be computed. For an extensive discussion of modular forms for the 
group r,(4) see [6]. As always we let m > 3 and q = 2”. 
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For odd k we deduce from Corollary (2.3) that the dimension of 
S,(r,(4)) = S,(r,(4), o) = (k - 3)/2. As an example we prove the follow- 
ing. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. The trace zk(q) of T, acting on S,(r,(4), co) is for 
k = 3,5,7,9, 11, and 13 given as 
73(q) = 0, 
z,(q) = f q*, 
z,(q) = Trace(a’;) q3, 
t9(q) = (1 + Trace(a7)) q4, 
z,,(q) =Trace(al;) q5, 
t13(q) = (k 1+ Trace(a;;)) q6, 
where the ai are algebraic numbers of absolute value 1 given by 
a,=(l+m)/4,a,=(-5+-)/8,a,,=(3+&510+6$@)/32 
and aI = (-27 + ,/%%+ -2238 + 54,,/%%)/32. Here f denotes 
( - 1)” and the Trace of an algebraic number is the sum of all its conjugates. 
ProoJ Since dim S,(r,(4), o) = 0, we have that z3(q) =O. We will for 
k = 5, 7,9, 11, and 13 compute the eigenvalues of T2 acting on S,(r,(4)) = 
s,(r,(4), 0). 
The Trace formula in Theorem (2.5) gives us that for weight k 
Tr(T,)= -1 +Q,-,(l, 2)H(-7), 
Tr(T,)= -1-Qk-2(1,4)H(-15)-Qk-2(-3,4)H(-7) 
and that 
Tr(T,)=-1-Qk-2(1,8)H(-31)-Qk-2(-3,8) 
xH(-23)-Qkp2(5,8)H(-7). 
Using the recurrence relation for the polynomials QkP2(t, q) and the fact 
that H(-7)=1, that H(-15)=2 and that H(-23)=H(-31)=3 one 
finds the entries of the three columns in the table below. 
The roots { of the characteristic polynomial of T, have absolute value 
2’k- ‘)12. This implies that the polynomial F,JX) with roots t/:/2’&- “‘* is self- 
reciprocal. Therefore the first [(k - 3)/4] + 1 coeffkients, which are easily 
obtained from the values of Tr( T2,) for 1 < i < [(k - 3)/4] + 1, determine 
f’G3 
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k Tr(Td Tr( j-4 1 Tr(T,) FAX) 
5 -4 -16 -64 x+ 1 
I 4 -112 - 104 X2-$X+ 1 
9 -4 144 11456 (X-l)(x”+jx+l) 
11 -12 16 - 36288 
13 44 2576 188864 
The zeroes of the polynomials Fk(X) are f 1 and the c(k. This proves the 
proposition. 
Since T, = Ty, the traces rk(q) are easily computed recursively from the 
coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of T,. It is easy to extend this 
Proposition a bit further by computing the traces of T,, for a few m > 4. 
For even k we proceed in a different way, which will take us much 
further. We now have that S,(r,(4)) = sk(rO(4), 1). The Trace formula for 
T2 acting on sk(rO(2), 1) is identical to the one given in Theorem (2.2). We 
will study the space &!$(rO(2), 1) since it has smaller dimension. It will be 
denoted by sk(rO(2)). 
The theory of newforms of Atkin and Lehner [ 1,9] provides us with a 
decomposition 
sk(rCd2)) = Sk(TO(2))“eW @ Sk(r0(2))0’d 
which is respected by the Hecke operators. The old part is spanned by the 
forms f(z) and f(22) where f is a cusp form for the group r,,( 1) = SL,(Z). 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let k 2 4 be an even integer. We have 
zk(q) = Tr(T, On s,(sL,(z))) - 2kp’ Tr( T,,,4 on s,(sL,(z))) 
i 
dim Sk(r,,(2))“eW qk”-’ for m even, 
+ - qk” - ’ 
for m odd, k z 0 (mod 8), 
4 
k/2 - I for m odd, k E 2 (mod 8), 
0 for m odd, otherwise, 
and 
-1 
0 
1 
for k 3 0 (mod 12), 
for k = 4 or 6 (mod 12), 
otherwise. 
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Proof: The trace zk(q) is equal to the sum of the traces of T, acting on 
the old and new parts. We will discuss these parts separately. 
Let A denote an eigenvalue of T2 acting on S,(SL,(Z)) and let c( and /I 
denote the zeroes of the polynomial X2-1X+ 2kp ‘. The corresponding 
eigenspace is also an eigenspace for the Hecke operator T, with eigenvalue 
am + urn- ‘p + . . . + /-I”. One checks that the eigenvalues of T2 acting on 
mmWd are precisely the M and /I for all possible A. Therefore the trace 
of T, acting on sk(r0(2)) Old is equal to the sum of the a” + /3” which 
is easily seen to be equal to Tr( T, on S,(SL,(Z))) - 2k-’ Tr(T,,, on 
sk(sL2(z))). 
It is easy to see [ 1, Thm. 31 that the eigenvalues of T, acting on 
Sk(rO(2))“eW are +2k’2- ‘. One can find the multiplicities of the eigenvalues 
by subtracting the traces of T, for the groups r,(2) and SL,(Z), respec- 
tively. The result is 
Tr( T, On &(ro(2))“eW) = - 2k’2 - ’ for k - 0 (mod 8) 
=2 k/2 ~ I for k=2 (mod 8), 
=o otherwise. 
Since T, acts as (T,)” on Sk(T0(2))“eW, we obtain the required result. 
The dimension of Sk(T0(2))“eW is equal to dim S,(r,(2))- 
2 dim sk(&!&(z)) and can be computed explicitly using Corollary (2.3). 
For k>4, one finds the required result. This proves the Proposition. 
So, the only complicated quantity to compute appears to be the trace of 
T, acting on &&$k(s&(z)). This is very classical. We refer to Koblitz’s book 
[6] and Serre’s course [ 151 for the details. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let q be a power of 2; The trace of the Hecke operator 
T, acting on the space sk(rO(4)) is or even k satisfying 4 < k < 26 given as f 
follows 
k Trace( T,) k Trace( T,) 
4 0 16 
6 0 18 
8 fq3 20 
10 q4 22 
12 62(q) 24 
14 (1&1)q6 26 
?;6(q) Ii 4’ 
&3(q) + 4* 
Go(q) + (1 AZ 1) qg 
G2(q)+(lfW0 
44(q)+ (l&2) cl” 
G6(q) + (3 f 2) P 
where for k = 12, 16, 18, 20, 22, 26 the zb(2”) are given by 
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rk(l)=2, 
r;(2)= -24,216, -528,456, -288, -48 
for k = 12, 16, 18, 20, 22, 26, respectively, 
4s “+‘)=T;(2”) r;(2)-2k-1rb(2m7 
(ma 1). 
For k = 24 we refer the reader to [6, Exercise 111.5.61. By f we denote 
(-1)“. 
ProojI This follows from some standard calculations with modular 
forms for the group X,(Z): For k = 4,6,8, 10, 14 the spaces sk(%,(Z)) 
are zero. For k = 12, 16, 18,20, 22, 26 the spaces are one-dimensional. 
In these cases let A denote the unique eigenvalue of T2 and let c1 and /3 
denote the zeroes of X2-LX+2k-‘. It is clear that the numbers 
Tr( T,) - 2k-’ Tr( Tq,,) = &” + /I” satisfy recurrence relations like the ones 
above. By Proposition (6.2) it remains to show that r;(2) = CI +/I= 
Trace Tz on sk(%,(Z)). 
A generator of S,,(SL,(Z)) is the well-known d-function 
d(z) = e21riz fi (1 _ e2nimz)24 
where T(M) denotes the famous Ramanujan r-function. We see that 
ri2(2) = r(2) = - 24. Generators for the other one-dimensional spaces can 
be obtained by multiplying d(z) by suitable Eisenstein series see [6, p. 1111 
or [15]. It is then trivial to compute the r;(2) for the other values of k. 
The space S24(SL,(Z)) is two-dimensional. We refer the reader to [6, 
Exercise 111.5.61 for this case. This proves the proposition. 
Next we combine Theorems (4.2) and (5.2) with Propositions (6.1) and 
(6.2) to obtain explicit formulas for the numbers of words Ai in the Melas 
codes M(q) of a given weight i. We do the same for the numbers of words 
Bi in the Zetterberg codes N(q). It is a trivial matter to obtain the frequen- 
cies of the weights of the quadratic Goppa codes from those of the Melas 
and Zetterberg codes. We include two small tables (see Tables 6.1 and 6.2). 
The symbolic manipulation language MACSYMA was of great help in 
obtaining these formula’s. In all tables &- denotes ( - 1)“. Ramanujan’s 
r-function is denoted by T. The number tk denotes Trace(cr;) as in 
Proposition (6.1). 
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TABLE 6.1. Frequencies Ai of Small Weights i in the Melas Codes M(q) 
A,=A,=A,=O 
A3=((1+1)/3!)(q-l) 
A,=((q-l)/S!)(q*-14q+41i(-6q+30)+qf,) 
A, = ((q - 1)/6!)(q’ - 15q2 + 65q - 80 f q) 
A7=((q-l)/7!)(q4-27q3+296q2-1441q+2549f(35q2-476q+1519) 
+(-15q~+91q)t,+q~fg) 
A, = ((q- l)/S!)(q’-35q4 +490q3- 3235q2+9604q-9856 
+ (21q2- 14Oq)) 
A, = ((q- 1)/9!)(q6-44q5+ 826q4- 8652q3 + 52816q* - 174224q 
+238545&(-204q3+5628q2-47292q+122156) 
+ (189q3- 2808q* + 10038) 1, + (-28q’+ 204q2) f, + q3t,,) 
A,,, = ((q - l)/lO!)(q’- 54q6 + 1266q5 - 16842q4 + 135108q’- 630291q* 
+1513539q-1377792+(-350q3+5565q2-21378q) 
--(T(q) - 2@Wq/4))/q2) 
A,, = ((q- l)/ll !)(q’-65q’+ 1860q6- 3081Oq’+ 327207q4-2298988q3 
+ 10400303q’-27394553q + 31839237 * (991q4- 5544Oq’ 
+947562q2-6351840q+14466221)+(-2365q4+62865q3 
- 537042q2 + 1467290q) t7 + (594q4 - 10120q3 + 41778q2) tg 
+(-45q4+385q)tli+q4f,3) 
A,,=((q-1)/12!)(q9-77q*+2640q7-53130q6+697158q5-6210820q4 
+37216619q3-140826290q2+293391846q-244721664 
f (5620q4 - 15631Oq’ + 1403787q* - 40540289) 
+ (5% - W(($q) - 20Ws/4))/q2)) 
TABLE 6.2. Frequencies B, of Small Weights i in the Zetterberg Codes N(q) 
B,=B,=B,=O 
~,=((lTl)/3!Nq+l) 
B5=((q+1)/5!)(q2-6q+llk(6q-lO)-qt,) 
B6=(q(q+1)/6!)(q2-5q+5Fl) 
B,= ((q+ 1)/7!)(q4- 15q3+ 84q*-239q+ 309+ ( -35q2+224q-259) 
+(15qZ-49q)f,-q2f,) 
&=(q(q-4)(qt1)/8!)(q3-17q2+86q-9li21) 
II,= ((q+ 1)/9!)(q6-28q5+ 322q“- 1932q3+6784q2- 14776q+ 16407 
+(204q3-3108q2+13020q-12788)+(-189q3+1728q2 
-3486q) f, + (28q3- 132q*) t, - q?,,) 
B,, = (q(q + l)/10!)(q6 - 36q5 + 546q4 - 4494q3 + 20448q2 - 45309q 
+ 34299 f ( - 35Oq’ + 36754 - 8778) - (r(q) - 2048r(q/4))/q3) 
B,, = ((q + l)/ll !)(q’-45q’+ 870q6-945Oq’ + 62679q4-263572q’ 
+734537q2-1384967q+1411785+(-991q4+33000q3 
-328482q2+1149720q-1029061)+(2365q4-42075q3 
+228162q2-363110q)f,+(-594q4+7040q3-19338q2)tg 
+ (45q4 - 27593) 11, - q4t ,A) 
B,,=(q(q+ 1),‘12!)(q*-55q’+ 1320q6-18150q5+ 158598q4-908908q3 
+3260411q’-6269670q+4444506+(5620q3-110110q2 
+669207q- 1232132) + (55q- 374)((z(q) - 2048T(q/4))/q3) 
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Using the formulas in Remarks (4.5) and (5.5) one can easily deduce the 
frequencies of the small weights of the quadratic Goppa codes from 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2. Note once more that one only needs the even weights 
and that in the resulting expressions for the weight distributions of the 
quadratic Goppa codes only the traces of Hecke operators acting on 
modular forms for the full modular group SQZ) occur. 
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